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Brief History of Cytometry

Microspectrophotometry to measure
DNA & RNA content in cancer cells
Torbjorn Caspersson, Karolinska Inst.
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Term Analytical
Cytometry coined
Francis Schmitt, MIT
Coulter Counter
Wallace Coulter

1940’s

1950’s

Laminar flow and light scatter
measurement
Gucker et al, Northwestern

Differential counter – HemalogD
Ornstein & Kamentsky
Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting
Herzenberg & Becton-Dickinson
Society for Analytical Cytology founded

1960’s

1970’s

Hematology counter w/fluorescence
Hallermann et al., Leitz
Interface w/minicomputers
George Wied, U. Chicago
Gunter Bahr, AFIP
Peter Bartels, U. Arizona

Selected from “The Evolution of Cytometers”
Shapiro, HM (2004) Cytometry Part A 58A:13-20.
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FCM instrumentation & reagents

FCM can measure many parameters
simultaneously, e.g., BD LSR-II can produce
data for up to 19 parameters for every cell in
a given sample

Flow Cytometry (FCM)
a.k.a. Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACSTM)
Method:
Stain cell population with fluorescent reagents that bind to specific molecules, e.g.
fluorescein-conjugated anti-CD40 antibodies
Measure fluorescence properties of each cell using flow cytometer

Direct and indirect measurement of individual cell characteristics, e.g. cell
size, membrane protein expression, secreted protein expression, cell cycle
state, DNA ploidy, signal transduction activation

Uses of Flow Cytometry (FCM)
Differences in cell populations between specimens
Study of normal cell activation, differentiation and function
Study of abnormal cell activation, differentiation and function
Isolate cells from mixture based on their molecular characteristics
Diagnostics - leukemia, lymphoma, myeloproliferative disorders
normal
Novel biomarkers

leukemia

Red - Myeloblasts
Green - Granulocytes
L. Blue - Monocytes

Traditional Flow Cytometry Analysis
Goal - group together cells with similar
characteristics
Traditional approach - manual gating 2D
at a time

Subjective
•
Time-consuming
•
Doesn’t handle overlapping distributions
well
•
Sensitive to slight difference in
fluorescence intensity distributions
between samples
•
Requires at least one 2D plot that clearly
segregates populations in question
•
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FlowCAP-I

2000’s

K means clustering
applied to FCM data

Improved Approaches
Identifying cell populations automatically, objectively, and
quickly in multi-dimensional flow cytometry data (eliminate
manual gating)
Quantitatively compare the identified populations across different
samples and across different experiments

Characteristics of FCM Data
Data sets are:
Large (and various) size
From hundreds to millions of events

Multidimensional
19 parameter instrument already available

Noise and Outlier
Dead cells and dirt

Populations are different in:
shapes
Elongated, ellipsoid, spherical, banana shapes…

densities
Some cell populations are relatively sparse even on 2D space

compositions
Events that pile up on axis can change data distribution

positions
Some are very close while others are far away

sizes
From several events to hundreds of thousands events

Recent publications on novel
approaches to FCM analysis

Vancouver Vaccines 2008

December 2008
12

FlowCAP
Flow Cytometry: Critical Assessment of Population Identification Methods (FlowCAP)
The goal of FlowCAP is to advance the development of computational methods for the identification of cell populations of interest in
flow cytometry data. FlowCAP will provide the means to objectively test these methods, first by comparison to manual analysis by
experts using common datasets, and second by comparison to synthetic data sets having known properties.
FlowCAP will consist of three parts:
1) The collection of de-identified data sets for prediction from the experimental community that will be shared among the algorithm development
community as a common reference for analysis;
2) The collection of population subset predictions (gates) from the computational biology community derived from these common reference data sets
using existing and novel algorithmic approaches; and
3) The assessment and discussion of the results in comparison with the manual gating gold standard.

FlowCAP-I Time Line
Release of materials for challenge 1 and 2: 01 MAR 2010
Submission deadline for challenge 1 and 2: 30 JUN 2010
Release of materials for challenge 3: 30 JUN 2010
Submission deadline for challenge 3: 21 JUL 2010
Release of materials for challenge 4: 21 JUL 2010
Submission deadline for challenge 4: 15 AUG 2010
Public release of the results: 15 SEP 2010
FlowCAP summit: 21-22 SEP 2010

Datasets
Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) –
lymph node biopsies from patients treated at the
British Columbia Cancer Agency between 2003
and 2008. These patients were histologically
confirmed to have diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
(DLBCL). This dataset is provided by BCCRC.
Symptomatic West Nile Virus (WNV) –
peripheral blood mononuclear cells from patients
with symptomatic West Nile virus infection
stimulated in-vitro with peptide pools of the

Dataset

#Samples

#Events

#Colors

Analyte-Reporter

Provider

GvHD

12

14,000

4

CD4-FITC
CD8b-PE
CD3PerCP
CD8-APC

BCCRC
&
TreeStar

DLBCL

30

5,000

3

CD3-Cy5
CD5-FITC
CD19-PE

BCCRC

HSCT

30

10,000

4

CD45.1-FITC
Ly65/Mac1-PE
Dead cells-PI
CD45.2-APC

BCCRC

WNV

13

100,000

6

IFNg-PEA
CD3-PECy5
CD4-PECy7
IL17-APC
CD8-AF700
Free amine-CFSE

McMaste
r

ND

30

17,000

10

CD56-Q605
CD8-AF700
CD45-PECy5
CD3/CD14-PECy7
Proprietary-FITC, PerCPCy5, PacificBlue,
PacificOrange, APC, PE

Amgen

Dataset Characteristics

Four Competitions
Challenge 1: Automated Algorithms
Compare results from automated gating algorithms for exploratory analysis on a wide range of FCM samples
against the manual gating benchmark. Software used in this challenge should not have any free parameters (if
you have a free parameters it must be set to a single value for all of the datasets). For this challenge, participants
will use software that, given only a FCS file and no other information, produces a population membership label
(or set of labels with likelihoods) for each event.

Challenge 2: Tuned Algorithms
Compare results from automated gating algorithms for exploratory analysis on a wide range of FCM samples
against the manual gating benchmark. Software used in this challenge may have free parameters that can be
manually adjusted before running (i.e., you can submit an algorithm with some free parameters for each
dataset).

Challenge 3: Assignment of Cells to Populations with Pre-defined Number of Populations
Compare the ability of the algorithms to assign correct labels to cells when the number of expected populations
is known, against the manual gating benchmark.

Challenge 4: Supervised Clustering Trained using Manual Gates
In this challenge a few files with manual gates (i.e., membership labels) will be provided to the participants for
tuning their algorithms for each dataset. The tuned software can then be run on the remaining data files; the
results will be compared against the manual gating benchmark.

Comparison metrics

FlowCAP Summit 2010 Agenda
Day 1
Competition participant presentations

Day 2
Keynote Presentation – Mario Roederer
FlowCAP-I results
FlowCAP-I debrief
FlowCAP-II planning
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